The Compliance Reality Challenge (CRC)
T

he Compliance Reality Challenge (CRC)
gives you the opportunity to present
new compliance concepts and reinforce
existing knowledge through a collaborative,
information-sharing environment. The
workshop reinforces employees’ understanding
of compliance policies and principles by
engaging them in realistic, job-based scenarios.
The Compliance Reality Challenge includes two
scored activities: the Compliance Sprint; and
the Compliance Mystery.

COMPLIANCE

MYSTERY

Divisional teams compete against one another
in the Compliance Mystery. Team members play
compliance “detective” and solve a scenariobased mystery using their understanding of
compliance best practices and guidance.

COMPLIANCE

SPRINT

Compliance Sprint is a high-energy, cardsort activity built with custom compliance
information critical to your employees’ jobs.
Participants are presented with a question or
short scenario, on a “card” in the middle of
the screen. Each card is sorted (dragged) into
a “bucket” on the right or left of the screen.
Feedback is provided for each question and
the activity is repeated for any cards sorted
incorrectly.

The activity includes a timeline with clues
(e.g., emails, voicemail transcripts, receipts,
text messages) to help participants discern
any red flags. To deepen the learning, each
question includes a justification step requiring
participants to provide the rationale behind
their answers.

CREATING A

COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
To enhance the competitive spirit between
teams during the workshop, the Compliance
Sprint and Compliance Mystery activities are
scored. Team scores are fed to a leaderboard,
which updates in real time. The leaderboard
can be displayed by the facilitator after each
activity, or can remain displayed throughout the
workshop.

WHAT YOU GET
The CRC is a “workshop-in-a-box” framework
that includes modification of the participant and
leader portal pages, development of questions
for the Compliance Sprint, a scenario and
clues for the Compliance Mystery, setup of the
scoring database, and programming of onscreen
elements.

To learn more about how the Compliance
Reality Challenge workshop can help transform
compliance learning at your company, contact
Dan O’Connor at doconnor@nxlevelsolutions.
com or 609-483-6875.
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